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Greenleaf Book Group 
was named to Publishers 
Weekly’s 2015 list of 
independent publishers with 
the most growth in sales.

“One of the first hybrid publishers, 
Greenleaf Book Group, has 
had steady gains in book sales 
the last few years, helped by 
the growing acceptance of the 
hybrid/self-publishing model.” 

—Publishers Weekly, March 2015
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“Greenleaf represents a 
chance to tell New York 
publishers to take a hike.”

—Inc. magazine
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O w n e r s h i p  a n d  
C r e at i v e  C O n t r O l

B e s t s e l l i n g  B O O k s

e x p e r t  B r a n d i n g 
a n d  i n f l u e n C e

Greenleaf Book Group is a publisher 

and distributor that specializes in 

the development of independent 

authors and the growth of small presses. We 

designed our publishing model to support 

the independent author and to make it 

possible for writers to retain the rights to 

their work and still compete with the major 

publishing houses. We have three imprints 

under the Greenleaf Book Group umbrella: 

Greenleaf Book Group Press, River Grove 

Books, and An Inc. Original. 

M i s s i o n  +  P u r P o s e

WHAT IS GREEnlEAf book GRouP?
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Mission + Purpose: What is Greenleaf Book Group?

You may be a good fit for one of Greenleaf Book Group’s imprints if

 • You’re an author looking for a selective publisher with high quality 
standards; national distribution; sales-focused marketing initiatives;  
and a smart, author-centric model.

 • You’re a self-publisher or small press looking for high-quality editorial, 
design, production, distribution, and marketing initiatives.

 • You’re an expert or thought leader seeking a partner to help develop your 
idea, build an audience, and monetize your content.

It’s the right time to contact Greenleaf if

 • You have a book proposal or idea with significant potential to thrive in 
America’s retail book market. Greenleaf prefers to begin work on a project 
as early as possible and often collaborates with authors to define the project’s 
content direction before the manuscript is complete.

 • Your manuscript is complete and ready for professional editorial feedback 
or publication. If Greenleaf is interested in publishing your work, we will 
deliver editorial feedback to identify the project’s market viability and define 
a publication plan for your book. 

 • Your book is at press or recently published. Though our postproduction 
acceptance rate is very low, Greenleaf Book Group does distribute and market 
select titles from small presses and self-publishers. We’re looking for projects 
with extraordinary production quality, marketing plans, and sales potential. 

 • You need help strategizing and building your author brand and audience. 
Greenleaf offers brand and audience building initiatives to all experts,  
even if they’re not publishing with Greenleaf.

ouR GoAlS

We are not interested in playing the lottery with our title list, hoping one hit can 
compensate for multiple failures, or in working with a high volume of low-producing, 
short-term projects. Rather, we focus on helping authors achieve two main objectives.

Author brand and Audience building

One of our primary roles in the expansion of our authors’ businesses and careers 
is to help them establish their brands and increase their profitability by identifying 
opportunities for new products and services. To do this, we work to develop a complete 

Greenleaf book Group 
is a publisher and 
distributor dedicated 
to the development of 
independent authors 
and the growth of 
small presses.

 Greenleaf accepts a very 
low percentage of the 
submissions it receives.

 “ In every publishing detail 

from acquisition to editorial to 

design to shipping Greenleaf 

Book Group outdid itself. They 

not only displayed outstanding 

publishing skills, but they 

marshaled the Temple Ranch 

Cookbook through the process 

with passion and a commitment 

to excellence. The book is 

beautiful and we are so proud 

of it! Greenleaf did an amazing 

job, and working with everyone 

on the staff was a joy for me. ”
— Ellen Temple, author of  

Temple Ranch Cookbook
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 “With its distribution and 

publishing arms both gaining 

traction, Greenleaf recently 

made the Inc. 500 list of fastest-

growing private companies. ”
— Publishers Weekly

 Greenleaf’s publishing 
models combine the 
benefits of the major 
publishers’ approach with 
the ownership, timeline, 
and control perks of 
self-publishing.

“ I have yet to meet someone 

at Greenleaf who I wouldn’t 

hire myself . . . Thorough 

while visionary, creative while 

grounded, exacting while 

compassionate, the team of 

professionals is an amazing tribute 

to the dedication and persistence 

in achieving the goal of the 

new model of publishing. ”
— Sandra brannan, author of  

The Liv Bergen Mystery Series

vision for your brand, including messaging and positioning, ancillary products such 
as corporate training programs, workbooks, webinar series, audio downloads, etc., 
and a strategy for building an audience in need of your products.

Multiple Print Runs

Small presses and independent authors increase their profit margins exponentially with 
subsequent print runs. We use our branding, production, distribution, and marketing 
programs to help push the titles we publish and distribute into bigger profits.

HoW WE REAcH ouR GoAlS

Greenleaf’s success is contingent upon the success of our authors, so reaching our goals 
means helping our authors reach theirs. We approach each project from an intelligent 
business perspective, armed with comprehensive knowledge and experience in the book 
industry. The following principles are at the core of our success.

competitive Products

To enter this industry is to accept the reality that more than 3,800 new books are 
published each day (Bowker Annual Book Production Report, 2014). To succeed, you 
must be able to compete with the big players in all areas: production, distribution, 
and marketing. If one link in this chain is broken, the project will be lost in the 
crowded book industry. We help our authors compete by minimizing production 
costs, maximizing quality, opening distribution channels, creating book industry 
awareness, and building successful brands. 

commitment

At Greenleaf Book Group, we regard our authors as long-term partners. When we 
accept a new project, we assess its growth potential and commit to helping our authors 
reach that potential. 

WHy GREEnlEAf PRoDucES RESulTS

Greenleaf succeeds by operating within a new model. Our publishing programs 
combine the benefits of the major publishers’ traditional approach with the ownership, 
timeline, and control perks of self-publishing. Greenleaf matches each book with 
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Mission + Purpose: What is Greenleaf Book Group?

“Greenleaf Book Group is turning 

the publishing industry on its ear.”
— Austin Business Journal

“ [Greenleaf ’s] approach has 

attracted both established authors 

looking for more control (and 

more money) over the publishing 

process and new authors.”
— Publishers Weekly

 “Greenleaf has expertise across 

both the creative and business 

spectrum of the publishing process. 

They were able to take my vision for 

Deep Dive and make it a creative 

and commercial success.”
— Rich Horwath, author of Deep Dive

the appropriate imprint based on distribution strategy, and makes it possible for the 
authors and small presses we serve to compete with major publishers’ production 
quality and profit margins without sacrificing control and independence.

Greenleaf gives you power.

We are one of the few publishers that provides authors with full ownership of 
publication rights while still offering editorial, design, and production quality that 
matches—often even beats—the major publishing houses. We do not bind our 
authors to us contractually for lengthy terms, so our authors have the freedom to move 
about the industry as they please. Greenleaf authors own their work and navigate the 
business on their own terms.

Greenleaf gives you flexibility.

While various alternative models designed to support independent authors have been 
introduced to the industry—including many ebook and print-on-demand publishing 
options—the Greenleaf model works within the trade’s infrastructure to maximize 
potential reach for our authors. Whether you choose traditional books, ebooks, print-
on-demand, or a combination of these, we ensure that our authors have the flexibility 
and options they need to be successful. Our model gives independent authors the best 
possible opportunity to compete in reaching readers through retail outlets, online, or 
through direct-to-consumer book sales.  

Greenleaf offers marketing solutions that produce real results.

Groundbreaking in the industry, Greenleaf ’s marketing programs are proven, sales-
focused strategies for small presses and independent authors to get books on bookstore 
shelves, expand and leverage powerful sales platforms, and position their titles for 
maximum exposure to consumers and the supply chain. We offer initiatives to help 
our authors build their audience and elevate their brand presence to put them in the 
path of business well beyond the publication of their books.

Greenleaf Book Group proudly publishes and distributes the following imprints:

B O O K  G R O U P  P R E S S
www.gbgpress.com

GREENLEAF



O w n e r s h i p  a n d  
C r e at i v e  C O n t r O l

B e s t s e l l i n g  B O O k s

e x p e r t  B r a n d i n g 
a n d  i n f l u e n C e

We want you to understand 

all of your alternatives so 

you can decide whether 

Greenleaf’s model is right for you. 

Before explaining Greenleaf’s specific 

initiatives, let’s take a look at five basic 

publishing options.

T h e  B o o k  i n d u s T r y

youR PublISHInG oPTIonS
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The Book Industry: Your Publishing Options

TRADITIonAl PublISHInG

The first option is to sell your manuscript to a traditional publishing house for an 
advance and royalties. The primary benefits of this method are that

 • Traditional publishing requires the smallest up-front investment  
by the author.

 • Major publishers have solid, nationwide distribution.

 • Some publishers grant new authors credibility and prestige.

The traditional publishing process usually begins with query letters to literary 
agents. Essentially, you’re applying to them for representation; if your book is accepted, 
they will shop your work around to publishers, looking for a buyer. Literary agents 
have exclusive selling rights and typically require a 10 to 15 percent commission 
on all royalty payments, including advances. Very few traditional publishers accept 
unsolicited submissions from authors without an agent. 

Next, you write a proposal (or revise the one you used to secure an agent) for 
publishers who will consider your work. If a publishing house is interested in your 
project, it typically makes a standard offer:

 • Advances commonly fall into one of two categories: $2,000 to $20,000 
or $100,000 plus. But the six-figure advance is an endangered species in 
today’s market (especially for first-time or unknown authors). 

 • Through royalty payments, authors usually retain 5 to 7 percent of the cover 
price on paperbacks and 10 to 15 percent on hardcovers.  

 • It’s important to note that authors do not receive royalty payments until the 
advance has been repaid. 

What does this mean? Let’s say that you have agent representation and a paperback 
book that retails for $10. You received an advance of $10,000 and negotiated a royalty 
of 7 percent. 

 • For a variety of reasons that you’ll learn about later in this brochure, the 
publisher can expect to get $3.50 to $5.00 for each book sold through 
standard bookstore channels. While this doesn’t affect your payment, 
understanding the publisher’s income will give you valuable insight into 
the model.

 • The agent gets 15 percent of the $10,000 advance, so after paying your 
agent and taxes, your net would be about $6,000.

 • Since your agent gets 15 percent of your royalties, your 7 percent is reduced 
to only 5.95 percent (7 percent × 85 percent), or just less than 60 cents per 
book sold.  

An author with no 
previously published 
books can expect to 
invest a minimum of 
two years in finding an 
agent and a publisher, 
and it will take at least 
one more year to get the 
book on the market.

 “After a book is published—

even if a major publisher is 

involved—the author can’t rely on 

the publisher to do the marketing. 

he or she will have to make 

appearances, generate media 

interest, and do substantial public 

speaking and Internet marketing 

in order to sell books. ”
— Businessweek.com
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 • The 7 percent would pay down the advance you received, so assuming you 
received a base advance amount of $10,000, you would begin receiving 
royalty payments after 14,286 copies of your book were sold. 

Even though the publisher retains most of the revenue, you still have to invest in 
marketing. Many people assume that because traditional publishers pay for production, 
they finance the marketing as well. The Chicago Reader describes the reality of today’s 
book marketing: “Despite the publishing industry’s tradition of diligent assistance to 
worthy authors, books are going the way of cars. If you want them to move you’ll have 
to pump the gas yourself.” While some publishers do spend considerable amounts 
on promotion, all successful authors must invest time and money in marketing—
regardless of the publishing option—and most thriving authors published by major 
houses finance their own independent publicity campaigns.

With a traditional publisher you have no control over how many copies of your 
book are printed, when they’re printed, or how long they are actively distributed. Even 
if you buy back your publication rights or the rights revert to you when the publisher 
puts the book out of print, you have very little control over the fate of your project, 
and you may not have the rights to the cover design and layout of the book (meaning 
you will have to pay to have a new cover designed and a new interior formatted). 
When books go out of print, authors are commonly displeased with the timing. There 
is almost always a lag in sales, and it is often difficult for authors to collect usable files 
for printing from publishers.

VAnITy PublISHInG

Another option is to use a vanity publisher. They offer to publish any book, regardless 
of the quality, for a fee. Instead of an advance, they often charge an exorbitant amount 
and may take a 50 to 75 percent stake in the work. For the up-front fee, they help turn 
your document into a book, but there are many disadvantages:

 • Most vanity publishers charge way too much, given the quality of their 
production services.

 • They make the majority of their money on the up-front fee, so they have 
little incentive to help your book succeed.

 • They do not have sufficient bookstore distribution.

 • The production quality of their books is usually poor.

“7 out of 10 titles do not 

earn back their advance . . . ”
—New York Times

According to Verso 
Digital’s 2009 Survey of 
book-buying behavior, 
author reputation is the 
most important factor 
in a book-purchase 
decision, followed by 
personal recommendation 
and price.
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The Book Industry: Your Publishing Options

Industry professionals often have a negative perception of books published by 
vanity presses, and these books are commonly refused media exposure and shelf 
space in retail stores. It is well known within the trade that these publishers are not 
selective, and since the quality of their work is consistently inadequate, many books 
are prejudged because of the vanity publisher’s name or logo on the book.

DIGITAl PublISHInG 

Digital publishing has received a great deal of press recently for offering authors 
additional options. Of these, ebooks and print-on-demand (POD) technology have 
received much of the attention. First, let’s take a look at ebook publishing.

 • Most ebook publishers accept manuscripts as vanity publishers do—based 
on few or no editorial criteria. Without being able to judge a book by 
production value or publisher, buyers, reviewers, and media have no reliable 
way to assess quality.

 • Although ebook publishing may seem like a cost-effective solution, sales for 
most titles are generally low. The market is growing, and while the handful 
of runaway ebook success stories are inspiring, current figures suggest it is 
not yet a viable stand-alone publishing option for most books. 

 • Because it’s so affordable to convert books to ebooks, most publishers, 
including Greenleaf, use it as an additional option for consumers. Publishing 
in multiple formats maximizes a publisher’s means of reaching readers.

Some ebook publishers offer an on-demand printed alternative in addition to an 
electronic version using POD technology. 

POD is widely marketed as a profitable alternative to traditional printing. It’s 
important to note that there is a difference between POD printers and POD publishers. 
POD publishers typically offer basic file preparation, design, and editorial services. 
After providing these services, POD publishers use a POD printer to produce books 
and make them available online and by special order in bookstores. You can use a 
POD publisher as a middleman and service provider, or you can work directly with a 
POD printer. When deciding whether to move forward with a POD publisher, you 
may consider the following:

 • Like many ebook publishers, most POD publishers accept projects 
regardless of quality. This can result in negative reactions from media and 
book industry professionals.

According to the New 
York Times, AuthorHouse 
reports selling more 
than 2.5 million books in 
2008—averaging sales of 
only 54 units per title.

It’s important to note 
that there is a difference 
between PoD publishers 
and PoD printers.  
PoD printers can be 
valuable resources if 
you need a short print 
run or an exceptionally 
fast turnaround time.
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 • For the most part, POD titles are not actively stocked in bookstores. 
Typically, if consumers want a particular POD title, they have to order it 
from a bookstore or online.

 • Few consumers special-order books from bookstores; most commonly, they 
buy a book that is already in stock, or they order from an online retailer 
such as Amazon.com. 

 • When working with certain POD publishers, you may pay for an interior 
layout and cover design but may not own the rights to the formatted files. 
In other words, if you leave your publisher (or freelance contractor) for a 
new publisher, you may not be given the application files or high-resolution 
files you need and will thus have to pay a second time to have the interior 
formatted and the cover designed. 

Unlike POD publishers, POD printers typically do not offer design, editorial, or 
other publishing services, but they can be extremely valuable resources, particularly 
when printing books with unknown or limited sales potential. 

If you need a few copies in a rush, good POD printers can offer unmatched 
turnaround times. If you are seeking a national book release, however, you should 
consider the following:

 • If you expect to sell more than a thousand copies, your production price per 
unit will be notably lower if you use a traditional offset printer. 

 • POD printers do not offer the same variety as offset printers, so your design 
and manufacturing options will be limited to very basic specifications.

The main issue to consider with digital options is whether they offer you the 
optimal chance of success in your particular market. Greenleaf Book Group uses digital 
publishing options for projects with niche or focused markets and to complement 
standard formats, but we generally recommend traditional printing and sales channels 
for authors and publishers seeking mass distribution.

SElf-PublISHInG

Self-publishing has gained a lot of momentum in recent years, but it continues to offer 
authors a mixed bag of costs and benefits. 

On one hand, if you self-publish, you have the advantage of ownership and total 
control over content and timeline. You also retain the full cover price for all books 
sold directly to consumers and a significantly greater portion of the cover price (up 

“The real challenge is not to 

produce books; it is to achieve all 

the goals of publishing—to get 

the books edited, distributed, 

noticed and, above all, bought. ”
— New York Times

“Their advice has been 

incredibly helpful not only in 

making the book a success but 

also in the business market, with 

our clients and prospects.”
— Ed Wallace,  author of  

Business Relationships That Last
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The Book Industry: Your Publishing Options

to six times more than if you were published by a major house) from standard trade 
sales to bookstores.  

On the other hand, most self-publishers cannot compete with the major houses 
for one or more of the following reasons:

 • The editorial process major publishers employ is almost impossible to recreate 
with a freelance editor. The standard editing process with a major house 
involves multiple editors and input from other departments, such as sales, 
distribution, and marketing. Though many self-publishers hire talented 
editors, they rarely have access to a cooperative team with experience in all 
areas of the industry to help make critical content decisions. 

 • Designers of self-published books usually lack access to distributors, 
experienced book marketers, and sales experts. Talented designers can 
produce attractive covers and interior page designs, but they often exclude 
or spoil vital elements that affect market viability. 

 • Self-publishers usually lack regular exposure to printers, and as a result, 
they miss out on new technologies available for book production. This 
gives major publishers a competitive edge—they can design cutting-edge 
products and use special effects to make their books stand out more in the 
marketplace.

 • Because self-publishers usually do not bring volume business to book 
printers and other vendors, they have to pay top dollar for production 
services and book printing. Meanwhile, major publishers can keep costs low 
and establish much healthier margins.

 • For the most part, self-publishers do not have brand recognition with 
booksellers or experience navigating the industry’s complicated supply 
chain. This causes many ripples in the distribution process, including lower 
sales (from weak or nonexistent relationships with national buyers and 
no established vendor accounts with key retailers) and higher costs (from 
inefficient systems, expensive fulfillment, and a lack of buying power). 
Self-publishers can mitigate some of these problems with the help of a 
distributor, but issues of brand power and experience can still affect sales.

 • Because self-publishers usually have to outsource each element of 
publication to a different source, their projects often lack the cooperation 
and synergy required for a successful book launch. Commonly, their 
editors do not have experience with sales, which affects the market 
viability of the content; their designers may not know anything about 
the national buyers’ preferences, which affects the distributor’s ability to 

Greenleaf offers the 
quality, distribution 
power, and experience 
of a major publisher 
and the ownership and 
financial advantages 
of self-publishing.

“Greenleaf Book Group 

. . . is set apart from assisted 

self-publishing by its traditional 

distribution operation to 

targeted trade outlets. ” 

— Publishing Trends

“Working with Greenleaf 

on my yoga books has been a 

joy. They are a talented and 

professional team that has 

not only helped me to create 

several beautiful books but 

has also helped me with the 

complex process of bringing my 

work to the marketplace.”
— Ray long, MD, fRcSc, author of 

multiple yoga guides, including The 
Key Muscles of Yoga 
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negotiate big sales; and their distributors may not have deep marketing 
involvement, which creates a gap between publicity and sales. On top of 
this, the author has to coordinate all of the moving parts and manage all 
of the outsourced vendors.

Self-publishing has a rich history as the starting point for successful authors, and 
more and more authors are leaving their New York publishers to retain their publication 
rights and pursue self-publishing. John Grisham, Richard Nelson Bolles (What Color 
Is Your Parachute?), Deepak Chopra, Ken Blanchard, Stephen King, and even William 
Strunk Jr. started off self-publishing, and the trend continues to gain strength. The 
financial benefits combined with ownership, control, and shorter timelines lure more 
and more authors to the independent sector every year. But in order to be successful, 
self-publishers must find quality partners and vendors, become avid students of the 
book industry, and promote themselves with tireless persistence. 

THE GREEnlEAf book GRouP MoDEl

Greenleaf ’s model combines the most powerful benefits of traditional publishing with 
all the perks of self-publishing—while eliminating the biggest downfalls of both. We 
offer our authors the quality and experience of a major publisher and the ownership 
and financial advantages of self-publishing. At the core of Greenleaf Book Group’s 
publishing model are five primary values: 

 • Money: Though Greenleaf publishes better products than self-publishers 
and many major houses, our authors may pay less than they would self-
publishing and retain a much larger portion of the profits than they would 
with a major house.

 • Ownership: Greenleaf ’s authors retain complete ownership of  
their rights and books.

 • Quality: Our quality standards are some of the highest in the book 
industry. With publishing veterans from the major houses on staff and a 
seamless process to shape our books’ content, Greenleaf ’s editorial work is 
unmatched. We are renowned for our award-winning design work and have 
a reputation for being on the cutting edge of printing technology and design 
trends. We have a staff of talented professionals who work as a team to avoid 
the problems that often arise in self-publishing, and because our projects are 
not bound by the harsh budget limitations imposed on the major houses by 

because Greenleaf book 
Group is a full-service 
national distributor, we 
grant our authors industry 
clout and sales power.

“As a bestselling author, I ’ve 

been associated with three of new 

York ’s biggest publishing houses. 

Without a doubt, Greenleaf 

Book Group provides first-class 

service, second to none. ” 

— Steve Alten, New York Times best-
selling author of Meg: A Novel of Deep 
Terror, Domain, Goliath, and The Loch

“ I love the hybrid model of 

being able to retain the rights 

and control many aspects of 

the book, while also getting 

the distribution help.”
— Scott klososky, author of  

The Velocity Manifesto and  
Enterprise Social Technology
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The Book Industry: Your Publishing Options

their parent corporations, our quality often outshines the major publishers. 

 • Time: Greenleaf can get a book on the market faster than a traditional 
publisher and keep selling it for much longer than the average three to six 
months a major publisher allows. It usually takes a minimum of two years 
to secure an agent and get a book published by a major house. In contrast, 
Greenleaf releases books within timelines as short as six to nine months. 

 • Marketing: Major publishers are notorious for abandoning their authors in 
a marketing campaign, and self-publishers are often stuck with no way to tie  
sales to publicity. In contrast, Greenleaf Book Group executes sales-focused,  
coordinated campaigns that complement our authors’ efforts and strengthen  
their opportunities for success. 

Another benefit of Greenleaf is our payment structure. Greenleaf Book Group 
authors who sell directly on their own (such as speakers who sell books in the 
back of the room) retain the full cover price for book sales they invoice. Greenleaf 
authors also retain a greater portion of the cover price for books sold by Greenleaf 
to bookstores and libraries—even after considering discounts for wholesalers and 
retailers. In most cases, our authors retain 35 percent of the cover price for all books 
sold to trade accounts—that’s five times more than what they would earn with the 
average major publishing contract and almost one and a half times more than the 
average vanity publisher’s royalty. Also, Greenleaf authors can sell books at higher 
profit percentages—since they own the rights, they determine to whom, and for how 
much, to sell their books.

 “When venturing into  

the unknown of publishing my 

first book, I needed a partner 

and I found it in Greenleaf. 

There is a good feeling that 

we’re in it together. ”
— Jeffrey Deitz, author of  

Intensive Therapy

“ From editorial to design 

to their killer distribution team, 

Greenleaf ’s A-Team was on the 

job and delivered a book that is 

upping my game as we speak! ”
— beth levine, author of Jock Talk
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  Manuscript Development

Ghostwriting

Project Development
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Developmental Editing

Substantive Editing

Copyediting

Proofreading

  Content Repurposing

Content Chunking

Ancillary Products

  Indexing

  Titling

  Cover Copy Development

  Cover Design

   Interior Page Design 
and Composition

  Illustration

 Technical (line art, charts,  
and graphs)

Artistic

   Advance Reader’s Copy 
(Galley) Design

  Compliance

  Printing

  Audiobook Production

  Ebook Conversion
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  Sales to

Barnes & noble

 Airport Bookstores and Specialty 

Outlets, via hudson, Levy, news 
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Books-A-Million

Hastings

Independent Bookstores

Libraries

800-CEO-READ

Amazon.com

Barnesandnoble.com

Ingram

Baker & Taylor

Bookazine

Brodart

Follett

College Bookstores

Museum Stores

Gift Shops

International Markets

Ebook Channels

Audible

  Warehousing

  Fulfillment

  Inventory Management

   Accounts Payable/Receivable

   Store Placement  
(“Co-op”) negotiations 
and Promotions

M A R k ETI nG

  Supply Chain Marketing

Bookstore Outreach

Library Outreach

 Ingram and Baker & 

Taylor advertising

Publishers Weekly advertising

Trade Reviews

Targeted Print Advertising

 Advance Reader’s 

Copies distribution

  Genre Marketing

Reading Group Guides

Targeted Display Advertising

Targeted Award Submissions

Targeted Review Submissions

  Online Marketing

Targeted Blog Outreach

Amazon Optimization

Book Search Setup

netGalley

 Targeted Banner and 

Text Advertising

Video/Trailer Production 

   Brand & Audience Building

Custom Social Media Strategy

Audience Building

Author Brand Audit  

 Positioning and Content Strategy 

 Presentation Design 
& Development

 Speaker Press Kit

 Testimonials/Endorsement 
 Outreach

Website Design

Blog Ghostwriting

S e rv i c e  p o rT f o l i o
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Greenleaf’s production and 

editorial departments give 

independent authors the 

ability to create books that match or 

beat the quality of those generated by 

the major publishing houses, so writers 

can retain the rights to their work 

without sacrificing editorial, design, 

and printing excellence. 

P r o d u c T i o n  +  e d i T o r i a l

unITInG oWnERSHIP & EXcEllEncE
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When Greenleaf accepts a new title for publication under one of its imprints, the 
manuscript first goes to our editorial department for analysis. This process begins 
with editorial feedback based on a professional editor’s thorough examination of the 
manuscript. After we discuss the feedback and our recommendations with the author, 
the project is submitted to production to begin the publication process. We build 
a production schedule that outlines all major points on the project’s timeline, and 
then we begin editorial, compliance, and design work. Our production and editorial 
departments can take you from the point of idea conception to the moment you hold 
the first copy of your book in your hands. 

The production division also functions like a trade association: we use our volume 
business to negotiate better prices, and we select the best vendors for your needs based 
on years of experience with the highest-quality professionals and printers in the industry. 
The result: you save time, money, and stress—and produce a more competitive book. 

Each book’s specific needs are considered when building publication plans, and 
only the most appropriate initiatives are scheduled for each project. Following is an 
outline of Greenleaf ’s comprehensive production and editorial service portfolio.

T h e  p ro c e S S  B e h i N d  T h e  c r e aT i o N

EDIToRIAl DEVEloPMEnT

Typically, editing is the first stage of the production process. Greenleaf ’s editorial 
services include project development, ghostwriting, multiple stages of editing, and 
indexing. As part of the editorial process, we also work with authors on title selection 
and cover copy. Fees for editorial work are based on your needs as determined during 
the editorial analysis; they are generally structured according to the number of hours 
required to complete your project.

Project Development

The editorial team’s work may begin early in the publication process with project 
development—clarifying the market demand for your content and helping you 
present and package it to create the greatest consumer appeal. Project development is a 
collaborative process that starts with analysis of the core idea for a book from a market 
and audience perspective. We then work with the author to create a strong structure and 
outline for the content and offer guidance as the author writes the manuscript or reworks 
existing content. The goal is to eliminate the vacuum that many authors feel during the 
writing process and help you create the best possible book right from the start.

“My experience with 

Greenleaf has made a profound 

difference in the growth of our 

firm. Just this month we booked 

three significant keynotes as a 

result of the decision makers 

having read the book . . . 

Thankfully Greenleaf didn’t just 

publish my book; they partnered 

with me to grow our business.” 

— barry banther, author of  
A Leader’s Gift

 “ For years we’ve been told, 

‘Don’t mess with book publishers! ’ 

But our relationship with 

Greenleaf Book Group defies that 

logic. Without their expertise, 

creativity, and wise counsel, 

Don’t Mess with Texas: The 

Story Behind the Legend might 

never have been published.”
— Tim Mcclure, cofounder, GSD&M
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production + editorial: unITInG OWnERShIP & ExCELLEnCE

Ghostwriting

The greatest strength of any book is its content—its usefulness, its educational value, 
or its entertainment value. Some authors have unique, marketable content but lack 
the time or inclination to write a complete book. Enter the ghostwriter. Greenleaf 
offers ghostwriting services to authors who express a need or desire for help with the 
writing process. A ghostwriter’s primary responsibility is to effectively communicate 
the author’s content while also capturing the author’s voice and style. We work to 
pair authors with the best writers, based on writing style, familiarity with content, 
and personality. The ghostwriting process is a gradual one, beginning with idea 
development and creation of a detailed outline. The author is involved all along the 
way, providing content, guidance, and feedback. 

Editing

Even if previously published with a major house, few authors have experience with 
the extensive processes and standard style guidelines used by the top publishers 
to produce the refined quality of content that distinguishes their work from that 
of other authors. Greenleaf ’s editorial division was structured to support the 
same quality standards as the major publishers, and to offer independent authors 
a professional, thorough editorial process. The four types of editing provided by 
Greenleaf are

 • Developmental editing: high-level directional editing that may include 
developing a cohesive theme or market position, adding new content or 
new writing to support current content, and rewriting, restructuring, or 
reorganizing current content

 • Substantive editing: comprehensive editing that involves structural and 
organizational changes and substantial improvements to the quality of 
prose and style

 • Copyediting: thorough editing of prose for optimal sentence structure and 
proper grammar, usage, and punctuation

 • Proofreading: corrections to grammar, punctuation, spelling, and page 
layout mistakes

Indexing

Many nonfiction books need a clear, user-friendly index. Greenleaf Book Group 
creates comprehensive, accurate indexes to ensure a competitive, high-quality product.

“By the eighth month after 

the first book release, we were in 

our third printing, with another 

title on its way to the bookstores. 

Results are results. ”
— karen Defelice, author of  

Enzymes for Autism and Enzymes  
for Digestive Health

“Greenleaf is our essential 

partner for getting our books 

to market. They have a talented 

production team and experienced 

sales staff that can work in multiple 

markets. And deliver high-quality 

work on time and budget.”
— Joe cross, author of  

The Reboot with Joe Juice Diet
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Titling

Book titling is both a science and an art. That’s why at Greenleaf we take a cross-
department approach to the titling process, bringing editorial, marketing, distribution, 
and design stakeholders to the table to help our authors through the creative and 
technical process of selecting a title for their book.  Authors meet with the team to 
create a title and, if desired, a subtitle that express the promise of the book and attract 
the targeted buyers and audience. 

cover copy Development

Publishers use cover copy not only to describe the book but also to close the sale with 
potential readers. To present a book to the market in a compelling, audience-oriented 
way, Greenleaf ’s editors work closely with our authors to develop the most effective 
cover copy, including titles, subtitles, taglines, flap copy, back cover copy, and other 
promotional copy.

conTEnT REPuRPoSInG

At Greenleaf, we strive to provide our authors with cutting-edge publishing 
opportunities. With the growth of digital technologies, an author’s greatest asset is 
his or her content—and that content can be used to position the author, to build 
an audience, to support a brand, and to achieve any other goals the author might 
have. To help authors repurpose their content for different media formats and sales 
channels, we offer content strategy and initiatives including the following:

Content chunking: The purpose of content chunking is to identify “chunks” of 
content within a manuscript that can be repurposed, particularly in online formats. 
We identify a number of short discussions that can be used as a blog posting, as the 
basis for a syndicated article, as a comment on somebody else’s blog, etc. We also 
identify short, powerful statements that the author can use as Twitter posts (tweets) to 
help build momentum for the author’s brand and the book.

Ancillary products: The editors at Greenleaf Book Group have both writing and 
educational content development experience. We can help you develop ancillary 
materials, such as seminar or workshop workbooks, training guides, assessments, 
abridgements, audiobooks, and ebooks, to support the book and any personal or  
business goals.

“Throughout the whole 

process, Greenleaf gave me 

ideas—from content chunking 

and marketing to ways to 

freshen up the content with 

new editions—that I never 

would have thought of. ”
— Tony Steuer, author of Questions  

and Answers on Life Insurance

“On average, a bookstore 

browser spends eight seconds 

looking at the front cover 

and fifteen seconds looking 

at the back cover. ”
—Wall Street Journal

2011 Print magazine’s Regional Design 
Award for book cover design.
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production + editorial: unITInG OWnERShIP & ExCELLEnCE

DESIGn

Greenleaf’s award-winning designers have extensive experience designing books that are 
eye-catching, interesting, and attractive. The design process begins with the cover design 
and then progresses to the page design and composition. The designers pay particular 
attention to creating files that are clean, organized, and ready for press—critical steps 
in avoiding up-charges from printers. Greenleaf’s designers also spend considerable 
time researching current trends in each genre and investigating cutting-edge printing 
technologies that can enhance their designs. Design fees vary according to genre, format, 
and page count and are quoted after your manuscript is accepted for publication.

cover Design

Your cover is the most important element of production—more than any other single 
factor in production, it determines whether your book sells. The average consumer spends 
just eight seconds looking at the front cover and no more than fifteen seconds looking 
at the back. The average national buyer takes even less time than that to make a decision 
about the number of copies he or she will buy and whether your book is worthy of face-
out placement. Good covers don’t guarantee big sales, but bad covers can kill projects.

Page Design and composition

Page design requires the designer to make decisions about appropriate fonts, 
presentation of chapter titles, placement of folios (page numbers), and other such 
elements. It defines the reader’s experience with your book, gives it personality and 
organization, and is required for professional printing.  

Illustration

Illustrations are all-important for children’s books and can add clarity and definition to 
nonfiction adult titles. Greenleaf’s illustration services include information graphics for 
scientific, business, health, or reference titles and full-color children’s book illustrations. 

Advance Reader’s copy Design

Advance reader’s copies (a.k.a. ARCs or galleys) are bound, uncorrected proofs 
designed and produced for book reviewers, broadcast media outlets, national retail 
buyers, and other entities that need books prior to publication. ARCs have specific 
design and content requirements and are usually simplified paperback versions of the 
final book. ARCs are not intended for sale and are commonly sent to the printer 
before the final round of editing.

your cover design needs to 
set your book apart from 
others in the bookstore. 
How many others? 
Depending on the size of 
the store, barnes & noble 
bookstores generally carry 
anywhere from 60,000 to 
200,000 titles at one time.

Selected Design Awards

2015 Gold Ink Awards 
(Gold, Silver, and Pewter) 
for jacket design/printing.

2013 Gold Ink Awards 
(Silver and Pewter) for 
book jacket design.

2012 hOW magazine’s 
International Design Annual 
award for book cover design.

2012 Gold Ink Awards 
(Pewter) for book 
jacket design.

2011 Print magazine’s 
Regional Design Award 
for book cover design.

“Working with Greenleaf has 

been an education and a pleasure. 

They understand the publishing 

process and they excel at it.”
— Peter Woan, author of  

That’s What It Means!
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Greenleaf works with 
the best and largest 
printers in the world.

“ I love working with 

professionals who know their 

stuff, make doing business 

with them easy, do what they 

say they are going to do when 

they say they will do it, and 

provide real value. Greenleaf 

is all that and more. ”
— kim Snider, author of  

How to Be the Family CFO

coMPlIAncE

Fulfilling all compliance requirements for the printed and digital formats of a book is 
time consuming and complicated, so Greenleaf offers a single package that includes 
all the major elements, ensuring that no detail stands in the way of your success. 
Following are the primary compliance elements.

 • Pricing: We provide recommendations on trends and strategies for pricing 
print and digital books.

 • ISBN and EAN Barcode: Greenleaf assigns and registers an ISBN (like a 
book’s social security number) and industry-compliant EAN Barcode for 
each format of your book. We also register this data with Bowker’s Books In 
Print, the industry’s largest bibliographic database.

 • Cataloging Information: We secure the Library of Congress Control 
Number (LCCN) and Cataloging in Publication (CIP) data necessary for 
the copyright page of the book.

 • Copyright Registration on your behalf: Greenleaf handles the forms 
and fees required to register the official copyright in your name using the 
government’s Form CO.

PRInTInG

Book printing is a very specific industry with strict standards. There are about forty 
book printers in North America, and your local print shop is probably not one of them. 
Greenleaf works with the best and most reputable book printers in the world. To make 
the job hassle free for the printer and, therefore, less expensive for you, Greenleaf

 • Works with you to determine the appropriate print quantities and uses 
printers that specialize in those quantities

 • Prints in full and half signatures—sixteen-, thirty-two-, or forty-eight-page  
increments, depending upon the right fit for your book

 • Understands the printing process, stays on top of new technologies, and 
knows the capabilities of each printer

 • Creates clean, press-ready files set up according to strict individual  
printer specifications

 • Monitors printing schedules carefully to maintain the established timeline

Prices fluctuate from company to company and from week to week in the book 
industry, so we gather quotes from the best, most affordable printers and choose the 
company that suits your needs. 

“My experience working with 

Greenleaf has been tremendous. 

They pay attention to every detail 

and have provided me with a 

book that I can be proud of. ”
— Gregg lorberbaum, author of 

Leasing NYC
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production + editorial: unITInG OWnERShIP & ExCELLEnCE

Ebook conVERSIon

While the market share of ebooks is still a fraction of overall book sales, the number 
of consumers adopting new reading devices and formats continues to grow rapidly. 
Greenleaf can handle all aspects of ebook conversion for our authors, including 
distribution.

We also handle DRM (digital rights management) and metadata for our authors. 
Most ebook retailers have adopted ePub as their preferred format for receiving ebook 
files. However, most content partners with proprietary reading devices also require 
a unique DRM “wrapper” to protect against piracy. Ebook retailers also require 
metadata, or title information, for new titles. 

Please note that while some content sites allow authors to upload their content 
directly for conversion, the author does not typically receive or own the converted 
files in this case. Greenleaf authors always retain full ownership of their converted files 
when we handle their ebook conversion and distribution.

AuDIobook PRoDucTIon

With the fast-paced nature of today’s society, more and more people are “reading” 
books in digital audio format. Greenleaf provides the following production services 
for digital-download audiobooks:

 • Editing—to generate an abridged version ready for audio production

 • Recording—professional talent, recording studio, and producers

 • Manufacturing—MP3 or physical format

Costs associated with audiobook production depend on word count and produc-
tion specifications. While digital audio is the most common approach to audiobook 
production, Greenleaf can also coordinate the design, mastering, and replication 
of physical audiobook products for authors with strong back-of-room or website 
demand for physical CDs. Like book printing, we work with the most talented and 
cost-effective partners to deliver you the best possible product.

“These guys do it right. 

Greenleaf ’s machine works 

and their people rock. Their 

competence, patience, and 

fun-loving attitudes gave me 

complete confidence in their 

process and helped me fully 

enjoy the wild and exciting ride 

that is publishing a book! ”
— Jason Seiden, author of How to  

Self-Destruct and Beyond Social

“ Two years ago I walked 

away from a highly successful 

medical practice to follow my 

dream of spreading the powerful 

message of wellness to as many 

Americans as possible. Enter 

the expertise of Greenleaf Book 

Group—and six months later, the 

most gratifying and important 

accomplishment of my career. 

Thank you, Greenleaf, for making 

it so easy to transform my dream 

into such a successful reality.”
— Ann kulze, M.D., author of  

Dr. Ann’s 10-Step Diet
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Historically, the strongest 

barrier between independent 

authors and big sales has been 

distribution. This divide has become even 

more expansive over the past decade as 

a result of dramatic consolidation in the 

book industry. Unlike most publishing 

resources for independent authors, 

Greenleaf Book Group is an established 

national distributor. 

d i s T r i B u T i o n

TEARInG DoWn WAllS
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distribution: TEARInG DOWn WALLS

Greenleaf Book Group’s distribution model is revolutionary in the industry, finally 
offering a viable alternative for independent authors and small presses. The foundation 
of our model is

 • Selective acceptance of new authors: Greenleaf Book Group is known for 
representing the best in small and independent publishing. We take great 
care to execute the most effective distribution strategy for each book we 
select for publication and distribution.

 • Responsive interaction with our authors: Like all partnerships, the success of 
publisher-author and distributor-publisher relationships depends on a clear, 
free-flowing communication model. At Greenleaf, we work closely with our 
authors, setting up open, positive, interactive relationships. 

 • A sales-focused marketing division that works directly with the distribution 
team: Our distribution team ties marketing and publicity efforts together 
with inventory management and negotiations with buyers at national 
wholesale and retail outlets. 

 • Progressive agreements and distribution terms: We believe independent 
authors and small presses need partnerships that support their growth, 
rather than ones that strip them of all power. The standard distribution 
model allows for little movement within the system, but at Greenleaf, we 
give the power back to our authors. We offer

Flexible agreements: We encourage our authors to establish a solid customer 
base and industry network. While Greenleaf sells to the customary trade 
channels, our authors may handle sales to their direct markets.

No minimum commitments: The standard distribution model typically 
demands a one-year minimum term of exclusive distribution rights. 
This means authors and publishers have to assume the heavy risk of 
being trapped in an unproductive distribution contract during the 
most important period of their book launch. In contrast, Greenleaf ’s 
partnerships are founded on—and sustained by—mutual benefit rather 
than restrictive legal agreements. 

 • Proactive sales outreach through our in-house team and network of 
commissioned field reps with focus on constant growth of new accounts and 
sales channels. As a master distributor, Greenleaf has built a strong network 
of book sales partners and continues to expand in both brick and mortar 
and digital accounts.

We believe independent 
authors and small presses 
need partnerships that 
support their growth, 
rather than ones that 
strip them of all power.

“Our goal in working with 

Greenleaf was to build out our 

business around a mainstream 

book, and that goal has 

been achieved well beyond 

expectations at this point. ”
 — Ed Wallace, author of  

Business Relationships That Last
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h oW  B o o k  d i S T r i B u T i o N  Wo r k S

THE SAlES PRocESS

Due to an excessive supply of products and the consolidation of trade retail outlets, the 
book industry has an exceptionally complicated supply chain and sales process. First, 
in order to secure national distribution in standard trade outlets, all publishers and 
distributors must make their products 100-percent returnable. That means the book 
trade is ultimately a consignment business. Next, most trade outlets pay publishers 
and distributors 90 to 120 days after the sale, and all payments are net of returns. 
And finally, since retailers and wholesalers cannot manage thousands of accounts with 
thousands of authors and publishers, most establish vendor relationships with only a 
few major publishers and recognized distributors. As a distributor, Greenleaf Book 
Group sells the books we publish and the small press titles we represent to the trade 
outlets most appropriate for each imprint. In most cases, Greenleaf authors retain 35 
percent of the cover price for books sold by Greenleaf.

*Variation determined by individual wholesaler and retailer terms

40–50%
RETAILER*

GREENLEAF AUTHOR

GREENLEAF*
WHOLESALER*

35%

0–15%

10–15%

“Greenleaf has secured 

nationwide co-op placements 

for my book in bookstores and 

in airports. Because of their 

consistent and impressive sales, 

my first book is in its third 

printing, and I just released a 

second title with them. ”
— Dominik karelus, publisher,  

Card Player Press
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distribution: TEARInG DOWn WALLS

ouR IMPRInTS

When we accept a title for publication or distribution, we assign it to one of our 
imprints. Though production work is the same for all imprints, our imprint 
recommendation determines our distribution and marketing strategies, which are 
based on genre, author platform, and demand-generation plan.

Greenleaf book Group Press

We accept under 10 percent of the submissions we receive for Greenleaf 
Book Group Press (GBG Press). Our initial print runs are large, and 
our distribution strategy is aggressive. To support this sales strategy, 

GBG Press authors typically bring mature platforms, expansive demand-generation 
plans, and books published within genres that have strong retail sales records. 

River Grove books

River Grove Books is a digital-first imprint devoted to projects with 
strong niche market potential or very aggressive speed-to-market 
requirements. River Grove titles are primarily sold online rather than 

in brick and mortar bookstores.

An Inc. original

Greenleaf Book Group partnered with Inc. magazine to form An 
Inc. Original, the book publishing arm of Inc. magazine. 

DISTRIbuTIon PRoGRAMS

Trade Distribution

Greenleaf combines the power of our in-house distribution staff with our team of 
commissioned field reps to manage traditional retail and wholesale trade accounts. Sales, 
consultation, and setup charges are consolidated into a flat, one-time fee that includes

 • Enrollment in wholesale and retail systems (details vary according  
to imprint)

 • Direct sales to independent retailers and consumers through commissioned  
field reps and in-house staff

B O O K  G R O U P  P R E S S
www.gbgpress.com

GREENLEAF

Greenleaf book Group 
has been named to 
the Inc. 500 or 5000 
list of fastest-growing 
companies seven times.

Greenleaf takes care of 
all billing and accounting 
issues—from invoicing 
and collections to sales 
reports and tracking.

“The biggest single issue 

facing a new author is that 

you don’t know what you don’t 

know. But Greenleaf Book 

Group knows what you don’t 

know and—more importantly—

offers an end-to-end solution 

that proactively addresses the 

challenges an author would 

otherwise face alone. ”
— Allen kupetz, author of 

The Future of Less
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 • Listing on major online retail sites, including Amazon.com  
and BarnesandNoble.com

 • Inventory management

 • Accounts payable/receivable

Specialty Accounts

As the number of traditional retail book outlets shrinks, Greenleaf recognizes the 
importance of opening new sales channels for our books.  Greenleaf employs a network 
of specialty sales reps who work hard to place our books in retail accounts that are not 
typically associated with book merchandise.  These include airports, museums, drug and 
grocery stores, gift shops, catalogs, book clubs, big-box retailers, and wholesale clubs. 

Warehousing and fulfillment

Greenleaf ’s warehouse and fulfillment center are centrally located in Cleveland, Ohio. 
For all books we publish, we manage the transport of inventory from the printer to 
the appropriate outlets to fill initial purchase orders, and from our fulfillment center 
to the ultimate destination for all subsequent sales. Our warehousing services cost 5 
cents per book per month. Greenleaf authors pay shipping costs to wholesalers and 
retailers (original orders).

Digital Distribution Program

The landscape of econtent retailers widens each year. Greenleaf partners with all of the 
major eBook retailers to target both consumer and library channels. We upload the 
appropriate files to each partner, monitor title postings for quality control, and handle 
all accounts payable/receivable and sales reporting. 

If accepted for publication or distribution with Greenleaf Book Group, we will contact 
you to go over the specific distribution strategy and fees associated with the imprint 
assigned to your project.

As an established vendor 
with the retailers and 
distributors that serve 
airport bookstores and 
other specialty outlets, 
Greenleaf negotiates buys 
and co-op promotions for 
all appropriate titles we 
publish and distribute. 

“Shelf space is a commodity, so 

it is important to work with vendors 

who pride themselves on quality 

work and innovative projects. I 

enjoy working with Greenleaf. 

Their sales team is professional, 

courteous, and efficient. ”
— Sara Hinckley, vice president of  

Book Purchasing & Promotion,  
Hudson Group
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M a r k e T i n g

lIGHTInG THE fIRE

Greenleaf Book Group’s mission as a 

publisher and distributor is to develop 

independent authors and grow small 

presses. Staying true to this purpose, we built a 

dynamic, industry-first book marketing program 

that is creative, customizable, and sales focused. 

In a field crowded with demand-generating 

marketing initiatives that are vital but often 

produce mixed results, Greenleaf has designed 

marketing campaigns that concentrate on 

growing audiences and driving sales.  
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We divide book marketing into five critical components: 

 • Brand and audience building 

 • Genre marketing 

 • Online marketing 

 • Supply chain marketing

 • Publicity

Greenleaf provides initiatives for all of these elements with the exception of 
publicity. Greenleaf  will work closely with your publicist to tie your demand to 
distribution while we focus on brand and audience building, genre marketing, online 
marketing, and supply chain marketing.

For each book we represent, we build a customized campaign that includes a 
thoughtful combination of the programs described on the following page. Because 
the initiatives included in our marketing package vary according to imprint and 
distribution strategy, details and specific recommendations for your project will be 
provided to you upon acceptance of your title. 

SAlES -focuSED book MARkETInG

brand and Audience building

There’s nothing more important to us than giving our authors the content tools they 
need to drive their ideas, messages, and businesses. We design content strategies 
and brand outreach through a range of initiatives such as speaker development, 
ancillary product recommendations, social media tools, and endorsement/testimonial 
campaigns, to help our authors better engage their audiences, deepen relationships, 
and create value and community. 

Genre Marketing

Though Greenleaf does not offer publicity or media relations services, the success 
of our sales campaigns is dependent on exposure to our authors’ core audience. To 
maximize awareness in communities of like-minded readers, Greenleaf  ’s marketing 
campaign includes genre-specific components such as targeted advertisements, book 
club promotions, award submissions, content syndication, and more.

our supply marketing 
program concentrates 
on marketing to 
retailers in order to 
aid distribution and 
directly influence sales.

“The publishing game has 

changed. Greenleaf understands 

not only the value of a well-

designed, strategic platform, 

but the dynamic power of 

an author’s brand. They’re 

way ahead of the curve. ”

— Stacy Tetschner, CEO national 
Speakers Association

“The Greenleaf strategists 

were knowledgeable and 

empathetic brand coaches 

who helped me get started 

on social media, choose blog 

topics, launch a newsletter 

that performs better than the 

industry average, and identify 

and leverage valuable assets. ” 

— Anna carroll, author of  
The Feedback Imperative
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marketing: LIGhTInG ThE FIRE

“The book industry needs this 

kind of pioneering marketing.”
— Dan Poynter, author of Dan Poynter’s 

Self-publishing Manual, commenting on 
Greenleaf book Group

 Greenleaf’s team 
coordinates your marketing 
campaign with everyone 
involved in production, 
distribution, and publicity.

“The Greenleaf marketing 

services were invaluable to me, 

especially as a new author. All of 

the members of the team went the 

extra mile to listen, understand 

the competition, and find a unique 

place in the market for me!!! ”
— Teresa Taylor, author of  

The Balance Myth

online Marketing

Marketing books on the Internet is one of the most direct ways to reach customers 
and build sales. Your marketing campaign includes an online component that is 
customized for you using sales and online traffic trends for your book’s genre and 
subject matter. Our online marketing program includes initiatives such as Amazon.
com optimization, which increases your title’s visibility and position within the site; 
blogger outreach; targeted banner advertising; social media strategy; and more.

Supply chain Marketing

To balance supply with demand and translate your promotions into sales, you must 
have open distribution channels and invest in retail marketing, or “supply chain 
marketing.” Greenleaf concentrates on marketing to retailers in order to maximize 
distribution, leverage your demand-generation programs, and directly influence sales. 
Our supply marketing programs include campaigns such as outreach programs that 
generate orders from bookstores and libraries, email and print advertisements to 
increase awareness in the book industry, distribution coordination, and more. 

Publicity

We have deep relationships and first-hand knowledge in the publicity space and 
regularly provide referrals for authors seeking publicity experts. 

building your campaign

For most authors, we build marketing campaigns that draw from all four sales-focused 
initiatives: brand and audience building, supply chain marketing, genre marketing, 
and online marketing. Our programs are customized for each author, so prices and 
specific initiatives vary from project to project.
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Greenleaf Book Group is 

always looking for great new 

publishing projects, and we 

welcome your submission. Of course, 

we must be selective; our company and 

our authors enjoy success in large part 

due to Greenleaf’s excellent reputation. 

We carefully review every submission 

and will contact you with the results of 

our evaluation. 

s u B M i s s i o n s

youR lEAP foRWARD
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submissions: YOuR LEAP FORWARD

To submit your book for consideration, simply complete our submission form at 

www.greenleafbookgroup.com/submissions

and email your manuscript to 

submissions@greenleafbookgroup.com. 

Feel free to include a proposal, marketing plan, or any artwork if you have them 
available.

If you already published a book and are seeking bookstore distribution, please 
mail a copy of the book to: 

Greenleaf book Group
Attn: Submissions
Po box 91869
Austin, TX 78709

We will send you an email to confirm receipt of your submission. Our review 
committee will evaluate your project’s viability, and one of our consultants will contact 
you with the results of our review within four to six weeks.

If you have any questions about Greenleaf, our services, or our submissions 
procedures, please feel free to email contact@greenleafbookgroup.com or call 
512-891-6100 and ask to speak to our submissions team.

Greenleaf accepts 
fewer than 10% of 
submissions each year.
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Greenleaf Book Group is dedicated 

to helping authors and experts 

develop smart publishing strategies 

to support their career and business goals. 

It’s always exciting to share in our authors’ 

success, and we appreciate it when they 

share their stories with us. Each author’s 

goals and results are unique, from increasing 

speaker fees and opportunities, to reaching 

new clients. Here we feature selected success 

stories that illustrate different aspects of the 

many services we provide.

g r e e n l e a f

SuccESS SToRIES
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greenleaf: SuCCESS STORIES

r i c h  h o r WaT h

AbSTRAcT

Consultant Rich Horwath recognized a need for a book that would act as a roadmap 
to guide managers in elevating their focus from day-to-day tactical thinking to the 
big-picture insights of strategic thinking. Writing the book was one thing; getting 
it into the hands of potential clients and managers who could truly benefit from 
his knowledge and experience was another. This case study looks at how Horwath 
solved his book distribution problems, and how he used the book to catapult him to 
the upper echelon of professionalism, label himself as a thought-leader on strategic 
thinking, and secure significant growth in his consulting and speaking business.

InTRoDucTIon

Consultant Rich Horwath, founder of the Strategic Thinking Institute, has worked 
with many organizations, helping them identify holes in their thought processes. His 
services focus on teaching managers to develop a more strategic way to approach 
their business in order to improve their competitive advantage, better use resources, 
and achieve sustainable growth. Having worked with such companies as Kraft and 
Motorola, Rich recognized the need for strategic planning resources at all levels 
of management. “I heard from many managers at all levels that they didn’t have a 
roadmap to go from being tactical thinkers to strategic thinkers,” a necessary skill 
vital to the health of a company.

Looking to bring solutions to his clients, Horwath decided to develop a guide, 
a book on strategic thinking that his clients and other business professionals could 
use to improve their competitive advantage and overall performance, and to grow 
in a profitable and sustainable way. “[My book] Deep Dive helped fill a critical need 
in the marketplace,” says Horwath, and it also allowed him to position himself as an 
information source rather than just a consultant.

GETTInG THE book To THE MARkETPlAcE

Once Horwath developed his book, he knew he needed a way to get it into the hands 
of the professionals who could most benefit from its content. Although self-publishing 
would give Horwath the greatest amount of creative control, it didn’t provide him 
with the broad distribution reach he knew his book needed in order to be successful. 
Horwath says, “I considered large publishers and midsized publishers who had a 
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strong background of getting business books into all potential distribution outlets.” 
Unfortunately, with a slow acquisitions process and long publishing timelines, getting  
to market with a traditional publisher can take several years and often has a low return. 

Horwath looked for another option, one that would give him control, but most 
of all, one that would give him the maximum return in terms of placement and 
distribution. “I chose Greenleaf Book Group because of its ability to strategically place 
my book, Deep Dive, in premium positions within key retailers across the U.S.” In 
addition to traditional book retailers and online stores, Greenleaf “was best able to 
secure high-visibility locations [e.g., Hudson’s bookstores in airports] where my target 
audience [business executives] was most likely to purchase the book.” On each book 
sold through the traditional and specialty retailers, Horwath retained 35 percent of the 
cover price, a significant return over traditional publishing, where authors receive only 
5 to 15 percent of the cover price. 

Greenleaf also allowed Horwath to sell his book directly to business professionals 
through back-of-room exchanges at his many speaking engagements. Not only did 
these back-of-room sales allow Horwath to immediately monetize on the interest 
generated from his speeches, but Horwath also retained 100 percent of the cover price 
on each purchase, a significant return for a published book. Still, it was the placement 
in specialty retailers, including Hudson’s retail outlets inside airports, that provided the 
biggest incentive for Horwath. “Since the target audience for my business is senior-
level executives, and because these executives tend to travel quite a bit, the airport 
locations were critical to generating awareness and demand for both my book and my 
consulting and speaking services.”

Convinced that Greenleaf would provide him with the distribution muscle he  
needed to connect with his audience, Horwath signed on in November of 2008. By 
August of 2009, Horwath had a high-quality finished product strategically placed 
in national retailers. When asked about his experience with Greenleaf, Horwath 
replied, “Greenleaf has expertise across both the creative and business spectrum of 
the publishing process. They were able to take my vision for Deep Dive and make it a 
creative and commercial success.”

Since its publication, Deep Dive has generated its own revenue and also helped  
drive prospects to Horwath and his consulting firm. He has seen a significant increase 
in the “acquisition of consulting, training, and speaking engagements based on people 
reading Deep Dive.” Horwath has also enjoyed “increased name recognition as the 
thought-leader on the topic of strategic thinking [and] an increase of 50 percent in  
my keynote speaking fees.” 

“ . . . increased name 

recognition as the thought 

leader on the topic of 

strategic thinking [and] an 

increase of 50 percent in my 

keynote speaking fees. ”
— Rich Horwath, CEO of the Strategic 

Thinking Institute
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PlAnS foR THE fuTuRE

“Deep Dive has furthered my position as an international thought-leader in the area 
of strategic thinking and has positioned me to leverage this success as I prepare to 
publish future books.” Motivated by his success, Horwath plans to publish at least 
three more books. Greenleaf “delivered a high-quality book that I’m proud to see 
on bookshelves around the country.” As a result, he will continue to partner with 
Greenleaf Book Group in order to get both the best placement and the highest return 
for his projects. 

ADVIcE foR oTHER PRofESSIonAlS

When asked what advice Horwath would give to other professionals who are 
considering writing a book, he shared the following thoughts:

 • “Understand how your book is different from the others in its category.”

 • “ Assess how the book will help you achieve your overall goals.”

 • “Make sure you know who on the publisher’s side will be doing the day-to-
day work and that you’re comfortable with their knowledge and expertise 
level.”

 • “Decide why you’re writing the book in the first place, and know what value 
it will bring to people.”

Answering these questions will save you both time and money as well as help 
you better locate a publisher who can meet your needs as a professional. A firm grasp 
of your book’s value and its competitive advantage will also help you better place it 
in the market and develop a sound marketing strategy in which to engage prospects 
who will purchase your book—and contact you for other services. Above all, do your 
homework, and don’t settle for anything below your own personal standards. 

AbouT THE AuTHoR

Rich Horwath is president and founder of the Strategic Thinking Institute and author 
of Deep Dive: The Proven Method for Building Strategy, Focusing Your Resources, and 
Taking Smart Action. Learn more about Horwath and the Strategic Thinking Institute 
at www.strategyskills.com.

“ I chose Greenleaf Book 

Group because of its ability to 

strategically place my book, Deep 

Dive, in premium positions within 

key retailers across the u.S. ”



l e S  Mck eoW N

AbSTRAcT

After fifteen years of teaching his strategies for achieving predictable success, consultant Les 
McKeown knew it was time to commit his system to paper, not because he wanted fame, 
but “so that people other than my clients could benefit from the tools I had developed.”

Says McKeown, “After a few false starts and a bit of a kick in the pants from my 
terrifyingly brilliant wife, I finally sat down and wrote it.” As he wrote his book, McKeown 
examined his publishing options, looking at everything from traditional publishing to 
self-publishing and digital-only formats. After “nine months of examining all the options 
in great detail,” McKeown finally settled on Greenleaf Book Group.

When asked why he chose Greenleaf, McKeown named two primary reasons:

 • “ Their business model matched my needs perfectly. I wanted to maintain 
control over my own copyright and have a big hand in the marketing of the 
book—neither of which I knew I could get through traditional publishing.”

 • “ I really liked the way they conducted themselves when I was making initial 
inquiries. Everyone was very transparent, open, responsive, and respectful—
again, not something I had experienced with traditional publishers.”

McKeown signed on with Greenleaf in 2009 and work on his book began immediately. 
When asked what his experience was like, McKeown responds, “Absolutely first class, from 
start to finish. They did everything they said they would do—and often more—on time and 
on budget, 100 percent of the time. The finished product was sensational and I loved working 
with the people. I would say it was my best professional experience in thirty-five years.” 

The book hit the market with a splash, quickly earning McKeown national notoriety 
as a business thought-leader. “I was fortunate to have Predictable Success make the Wall 
Street Journal, USA Today, and Amazon best-seller lists, and the impact on my professional 
profile has been huge.” McKeown consistently receives invitations to speak and consult 
based on people’s positive reactions to his book, a real plus considering he wrote Predictable 
Success to help people beyond his existing client list.   

When asked what advice he would give to another professional considering publishing 
a book, McKeown says to remember that “publication day is a starting line, not a finish 
line, and be very clear up front about what you want to have happen with your book after 
publication—that’s what counts if you want to see a return on your investment.”

AbouT THE AuTHoR

Les McKeown is the president and CEO of Predictable Success. He has launched over 
forty businesses and is the cofounder of an incubation company that has helped hundreds 
of entrepreneurs launch businesses employing thousands worldwide. Learn more at 
predictablesuccess.com.

“ I would say it was my 

best professional experience 

in thirty-five years. They did 

everything they said they  

would do—and often more—

on time and on budget, 100 

percent of the time. ”
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M a rY  lo u  q u i N l a N

AbSTRAcT 

As a marketing consultant and business owner, Mary Lou Quinlan utilized book 
publishing to build her brand and connect with her audience. After publishing two 
books with traditional New York houses, she turned to Greenleaf Book Group and its 
innovative model to help her further strengthen her brand. Intrigued by the control, 
quality, and distribution power offered by this independent publisher, Quinlan 
discusses her experience with Greenleaf and explains how her book has helped her 
boost her business and her speaking career.

buIlDInG bRAnD AWAREnESS

Differentiation is key for any marketing consultant trying to set him- or herself apart 
from the masses, and so is branding. When Mary Lou Quinlan started a marketing 
consulting firm dedicated to understanding the triggers that make women buy 
products and believe in brands, she knew the best way to set herself apart from her 
competition and build a brand of her own was to publish a book. “My goal was 
to expose our knowledge, create brand awareness, and gain media attention—all of 
which would fuel my consulting business and help me secure speaking engagements.”

In 2003, Quinlan released her first book, Just Ask a Woman: Cracking the Code 
of What Women Want and How They Buy. When asked what effect the book had on 
her company, Quinlan replied, “Thanks to the book, we have attained the highest 
awareness among our relevant competitors and attracted clients and paid speeches. 
There’s still something powerful about an actual book in a client’s hands versus the 
electronic white paper or download.”

Since then, Quinlan has published two more books: Time Off for Good Behavior: 
How Hardworking Women Can Take a Break and Change Their Lives in 2007 and her 
most recent release, through Greenleaf Book Group in 2009, What She’s Not Telling 
You: Why Women Hide the Whole Truth and What Marketers Can Do About It. 

TAkInG THE REInS

Although Quinlan enjoyed her experience with her previous publishers, she also 
knew she wanted to try the independent publishing route. When asked why, Quinlan 
answered, “It felt like where the future was headed . . . and I realized that I could 
contribute meaningfully to the process rather than be in the ‘wait and see,’ ‘be grateful 
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for what you get’ position that can result from busy publishers with much bigger 
books on their plate.” 

Independent publishing also offered other benefits to Quinlan, benefits she 
couldn’t get from a traditional publishing model. Greenleaf gave her “control as far as 
the look of the book, the production and cost of the book, and the marketing of the 
book,” she says. Under the Greenleaf model, Quinlan was able to create her own small 
press, Just Ask a Woman, and gained complete control over the entire process so that 
she could develop a product that both maintained her brand integrity and furthered 
her value proposition in the market. 

AboVE AnD bEyonD

As a frequent speaker, Quinlan also liked the fact that Greenleaf allows its authors to 
sell books directly to consumers and retain 100 percent of the cover price. As Quinlan 
notes, “I wanted to feel the satisfaction of making money when I sold books, since I 
knew we would sell most of them in bulk connected to clients and speeches.” This gave 
Quinlan the flexibility to sell through retail channels, to sell directly to clients online 
and at events, and to include the book as a value-added benefit for her speeches and 
consulting packages. 

Quinlan also enjoyed Greenleaf ’s personal attention. “I felt like a partner,” she says, 
and like her “opinions were more integral to the decision-making process” than they 
had been with previous publishers. With Greenleaf, Quinlan enjoyed “more flexibility 
as far as schedule when our needs accelerated—and that would be tough with a big 
publisher who has a complex schedule that can’t be adjusted for one book or event.” 
Although she appreciated how her experience at Greenleaf was different, she also says, 
“It’s the way the system was the same that made me enjoy it most—excellent editors, 
fabulous designers, great account support, terrific end product, and great support and 
operational staff.”

WoRDS of WISDoM

When asked what advice she would give to another professional considering writing a 
book, Quinlan shared the following tips.

 • One, have a clear goal for why you are releasing a book rather than saying, 
“Oh, I always thought I would write a book’ or retaining the misguided 
idea that there is big money in writing a book. There can be, but it’s in the 
marketing of the book, not just the fact of having written one.”

“Thanks to the book, we 

have attained the highest 

awareness among our relevant 

competitors and attracted 

clients and paid speeches. ” 

This gave Quinlan the 
flexibility to sell through 
retail channels, to sell 
directly to clients online 
and at events, and to 
include the book as a 
value-added benefit 
for her speeches and 
consulting packages.
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 • “Two, realize that you are responsible for meeting deadlines and giving 
good, clear approvals and direction and following up. Any team is only as 
good as you let them be.”

 • “Three, get ready to do some hard work.”

Quinlan also notes that “there’s great satisfaction in gathering the best of your 
thoughts into something that lasts, and there can be amazing business results if you are 
smart about your subject, marketing, and audience.”

AbouT THE AuTHoR

Mary Lou Quinlan is an internationally recognized marketing strategist with thirty 
years’ experience advising blue-chip clients. She is an author, speaker, correspondent 
for CBS News, and ABC-TV personality. To learn more about Mary Lou Quinlan, 
visit www.justaskawoman.com.

a N N a  c a r ro l l

AbSTRAcT

Anna Carroll was already a successful consultant specializing in training and executive 
coaching, but she wanted a way to invigorate her business, create a stronger online 
brand presence, and build a better funnel for her consulting and speaking work.

PlAn

Anna partnered with Greenleaf Book Group to publish her first book, The Feedback 
Imperative, in July of 2014. Six months before her book was published, our Author 
Branding team worked with Anna on brand positioning and strategy to help her 
capitalize on the book’s release as a business driver.

Following the publication of The Feedback Imperative, we worked with Anna 
to engage her audience through content, with a focus on blogging, Twitter, and her 
newsletter. We worked with her to strategically repurpose her existing content as part 
of a website refresh. This included a call-to-action focus on directing all visitors to 
sign up for her newsletter to start building long-term relationships through content. 
Concurrently we worked with Anna to develop the layout and content for the 
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newsletter itself, as well as a strategy for raising open and click-through rates overtime. 
Finally, we worked with her to develop a social media strategy focused on building 
engagement and presence on Twitter, so that she could be hyper-focused on interacting 
with bloggers, other industry thought-leaders, and event organizers to build her own 
thought leadership over time.

RESulTS

The combination of strategy and asset creation work contributed to an increase in 

client leads and contributed to a successful book launch that supports her growing 

presence as a thought leader:

 • Active Twitter account that regularly provides new client and  
partnership leads—grew from fewer than 100 to 668 followers in less 
than 6 months, and still growing

 • A monthly e-newsletter with 3 times the industry open rate

 • Strong social media strategy that connects various content—across multiple 
platforms—has formed the backbone of her online brand presence 

“The Greenleaf strategists 

were knowledgeable and 

empathetic brand coaches who 

helped me get started on social 

media, choose blog topics, launch 

a newsletter that performs better 

than the industry average, and 

identify and leverage valuable 

assets. Through social media 

I am finding and connecting 

to worlds of knowledge I 

otherwise wouldn’t know about 

and I couldn’t have gotten to 

where I am without them. ” 

for more case studies on Greenleaf successes, please 
visit greenleafbookgroup.com/our-work/success-stories
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WHo IS GREEnlEAf book GRouP?

Greenleaf Book Group was 

founded in 1997, and in 2006 

was named to the Inc. 500, 

Inc. magazine’s list of the fastest-

growing companies in America. 
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fRoM MASTER DISTRIbuToR To  
full-SERVIcE PublISHER

Since our start in 1997, we have continually evolved to meet the needs of our authors. 
The core of our business has always been master distribution to major bookstores, 
airports, and specialty retailers. Over time, we recognized our authors’ need for top-
quality editorial, design, and strategic marketing initiatives, so we built a team of experts 
to help authors publish and market their books. Greenleaf ’s sales-focused approach 
and author-centric model eventually attracted authors from major publishing houses 
who were seeking an alternative to restrictive traditional publishing arrangements.

Thousands of projects later (and with over 35 New York Times and Wall Street 
Journal best sellers), our award-winning editorial and design, robust marketing, and 
expert distribution capabilities have led to partnerships with some of the greatest 
thought leaders and independent publishers around the world.

We take your big ideas and make them a reality.

Our company is headquartered in beautiful Austin, Texas. Our warehouse and fulfill-
ment facilities are centrally located in Cleveland, OH.

GREEnlEAf IS  PRouD To bE ASSocIATED WITH 

THE folloWInG oRGAnIZATIonS

TreeNeutral ®

Visit www.greenleafbookgroup.com to meet the Greenleaf team and read 
more about our company history.

Po box 91869

Austin, TX 78709   uSA

Phone: 512.891.6100

contact@greenleafbookgroup.com

fax: 512.891.6150

www.greenleafbookgroup.com


